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Attachments December Site Visit Details v3docx IMPORTANT Governors StayatHome Order and

Recent Changes in COVID19 Rules

Morning Friend looks like the field visits are cancelled and any future ones you would more than likely be able

to Sherpa

Respectfully

Travis
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Subject Filsinger Field Visits scheduled for Dec 1417 are postponed

Team

Following the unprecedented surge of new COVI D19 cases in our state the Governors office and other

agencies have recently issued new rules and protections to prevent increased spread

Many of these rules apply to our workforce in all capacities The attached message from VP of HR
spells out the guidance in more detail

In light of this we have decided to postpone the Filsinger Energy Partners site visit that was scheduled for the

week of Dec 1
Your safety is the single most important factor and pushing forward with this site visit at this time is not

prudent

I know a lot of work has already gone into preparations and I am hoping that much of that work is not wasted

but can get refreshed working closely with

We have not selected a new date for this site visit as we need to wait for direction from State County Health

Authorities and our HR Team

will still continue to work together with the planning and firm up on the content of the site visit as the

schedule can easily be plugged into the calendar when its safe to do so

So please provide with any open items to complete the outlined agenda The attached document is

highlights information thats still needed

Thank you to everyone for your assistance thus far will keep everyone in the loop on both the agenda
and schedule

Thanks
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There is no such thing as a small act of kindness every act creates a ripple with no logical end
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